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South Mediterranean countries

• Algeria Egypt 

• Israel Jordan

• Lebanon Libya

• Morocco Palestine

• Syria Tunisia 



• Region of strategic importance to both EU external 
and internal policies

• EU response to the Arab Spring articulated in 2011: 

• Ά Partnership for democracy and shared 
prosperity'

• democratic transformation

• focusing on people and civil society

• sustainable and inclusive growth

• Joint communication on ‘A New Response to a 

Changing Neighourhood’



• State of the art of STI cooperation (data)

• How did we get there: 

STI policy dialogue (served by projects) 

Synergies with external action instruments

• Perspectives for the future (H2020 and 
beyond)
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Euro-Mediterranean R&I Policy context

Euro-Mediterranean bilateral policy dialogues
- 5 S&T agreements/Joint Committee Meetings: Algeria, Egypt, Jordan,
Morocco, Tunisia

- 3 association agreements to Horizon 2020: Turkey Israel and Tunisia

Euro-Mediterranean bi-regional policy dialogue
Euro-Mediterranean Group of Senior Officials in Research and Innovation
(20 meetings since 1995 Last one November 2015)

Euro-Mediterranean Innovation Agenda – setting up a

comprehensive innovation support framework in the Mediterranean



Synergy with the European Neighbourhood  
Instrument (ENPI/ENI)

The ENPI supports research capacity building through the
implementation of Research Development and Innovation
Programme (RDI):

Algeria (31 M€)

Egypt (11 M€ + 20 M€)

Jordan (5+5 M€)

Morocco (1.35 M€)

Tunisia (12 M€+20M €)



EU – South Mediterranean R&I cooperation

Specific activities to promote the EU – South Mediterranean

cooperation – coordination and support actions

FP7 – on-going

- Support to bilateral activities (Bilats) 

- Support to regional platforms INCO-Nets (MEDSPRING and 5TOI 4EWAS), 

4+4

- Building competence in research labs (ERA-WIDEs), 31 Southern 

Mediterranean projects, around EUR 15,5 million

- MEDSPRING – 4 EUR million

- ERANETMED – EUR 2,5 million (2nd call soon)

- Bridging the gap between research and innovation (R2I), 13 ENP projects, 

EUR 9,5 million 

Horizon 2020 – first calls -Middle East regional platform, EUR 1 million



Lessons Learnt 

• Defining a widely-shared medium to long term cooperation
and coordination agenda is crucial for success

• Identifying priority areas of cooperation helps focus the
cooperation

• Improving coordination between EU, its Member States
and Southern Mediterranean countries' policies and
programmes for maximum impact

• A bigger role for univerisities?







COOPERATION BETWEEN THE SOUTHERN 
MEDITERRANEAN AND THE EU ON RESEARCH

AND INNOVATION: PRIORITIES FOR THE FUTURE

• Water availability and management and food security

• Optimisation, production and usage from natural resources in a sustainable manner 
under conditions of climate change (water scarcity and diminishing agricultural 
production).

• Renewable energy and efficiency

• Mediterranean basin is suited to renewable energy resources. It enjoys an excellent 
solar potential with small cloud coverage and high irradiation factor throughout the 
year.

• Wind power and Mediterranean-specific biomass also constitute a potential to be 
developed further.

• Fighting diseases and improving well-being

• Strong interest in South Med for collaboration with EU on shared health problems, 
particularly on rare diseases, infectious diseases and non-communicable diseases 
such as diabetes, cancer and obesity. A number of multi-lateral initiatives might be 
an excellent opportunity to start cooperation between the EU and MED.

• Migration and security related research



PolicyResearch and
Innovation

Where to find more information?

• Report on the Implementation of the Strategy for International 
Cooperation in Research and Innovation – COM(2014) 567 final 
European Commission: http://ec.europa.eu/research/iscp/pdf/policy/progress_report_sep-

2014.pdf

• DG Research and Innovation
European Commission http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm

• Horizon 2020 open to the world – participants portal: European 
Commission: http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/
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Thank you!


